ENGLISH:

INSTRUCTIONS

The Space Projector is a CLASS II Electrical Product (12V SELV) connected to a Class II power supply.
lt has passed the relevant safety standards and carries the statutory guarantee of the country of purchase.
The Space Projector is not intended for use by children.
PLEASE READ ALL THE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE FIRST USE AND RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
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SET UP:
Unpack projector and place upright on a stable surface.
Unpack the wheel and Insert into the wheel slot with the logo facing the focusing lens.
Plug in at the socket and switch on.
DO NOT: block the ventilation slots in the transformer.
DO NOT: place on carpets or block the ventilation spaces in the projector base.
DO: insert the wheel into the correct side of the projector body as shown.
DO: insert the wheel until a light click is feit and the oil wheel is central in the projector.
DO: place the transformer on its feet.
OPERATION:
Angle the projector body to point at the wall or ceiling.
The best effect is achieved on a white surface.
The brightness and size of the image are controlled by the amount of light in the room and the distance from the wall.
Screw the focusing lens in or out to obtain the best effect.
The effect will change as the oil wheel warms up. lt is normal for the wheel to get hot.
DO NOT: look directly into the focusing lens •
DO NOT: leave unattended with small children.
DO NOT: use for more than six hours in any one session.
DO NOT: shake the oll wheel.
DO NOT: leave the oil wheel exposed to direct sunlight.
DO: use only when fitted to its base and placed on a level surface, (any other orientation will cause overheating).
DO: unplug the transformer from the mains socket when not in continuous use.
ACCESSORIES:
Other effects are possible by obtaining Mathmos Space Projector upgrade packs from your Mathmos stockist.
The slide carrier is for use with these packs and when not in use can be stored in the slide carrier slot.
DO NOT: attempt to use standard photographic slides in the Space Projector.
DO: use only Mathmos Space Projector effect and accessories.
MAINTENANCE:
SULB NOT WORKING
Should the bulb not light, first check that the plug fuse is working (where fitted), if not replace with a 3A fuse.
lf the light is still not on you will need to change the bulb.
Should the problem persist, contact your nearest Mathmos dealer.
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